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Nobody ever said that oil painting was easy. But it gets much easier and a lot more fun when you

follow a step-by-step approach that starts you off on the right foot, helps you build your skills one at

a time, and gives you plenty of exercises to develop your craft. Thatâ€™s what youâ€™ll find in Oil

Painting For Dummies. Completely free of arty jargon, this full-color guide has all the hands-on

instruction you need to master the basics. Youâ€™ll see how to plan a painting, build an image in

layers, mix colors, and create stunning compositions. Youâ€™ll also find everything you need to

know about oil paints, solvents, and pigments; brushes, palettes, and painting surfaces; and how to

keep costs down at the art supply store. Discover how to:  Choose the right supplies Set up your

studio and care for your equipment Handle your materials safely Develop your design and

composition skills Make practice sketches and studies Use broken stroke, dry brush, glazing,

scraffito and other brush strokes Try out different compositions Mix any color you want Simplify

tricky still-life subjects Paint landscapes and common objects out doors Paint portraits and the

human form  Complete with handy color chart, basic materials list, and a very useful viewing square,

Oil Painting For Dummies is the fun and easy way to discover your inner artist!
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I teach painting and have learned so much from this book. Whether someone is just starting out or

been involved in painting for years, this book brings new ideas and information. It's lovely as well,

with plates of in-process and completed works. A must for anyone interested in learning to paint or

learning new ways of working with color! Thanks for writing this!



This is a great book for all us self-taught artists. It teaches us what all those terms and things are

that we never understood, and how to acomplish them. I've been painting for 45 years and this book

helped me a lot...."Back to the drawing board!"

Of all the oil painting instructional books I have purchased, this one is the very best. It takes you

from the basics or oil painting in a very understanble way for any novice. Through the book, you are

taught every element of oil painting from beginning to end. I would highly recommend this book to

anyone who has the desire to oil paint. Make it the first one in your library.

Even I am 72 years old man, drawing & painting since I was a boy, I found this book is very

interesting, I learned lots of things from it, I incorage any onewho likes painting to uy it, finaly sory

for the grammar !

I have read through half of the book and, even though I have some experience with oils, am learning

something new or different in each section. It is easy reading and is designed to allow you to read

each section independently in any order. However, reading it straight through exposes some

redundancy - not necessarily a bad thing. The color mixing study, in the end, helps you to

understand how to mix colors to create highlighting and shading. But the mixing proportions are not

defined clearly enough - so the exercise does not yield accurate results. The author does not

explain that the same color in different brands are not truly the same and produce different results.

But you get the idea.

This book should be everyone's first instructional text regarding oil painting! I can't think of another

"how to" book on the subject that is even close to offering as much, and in such an easy to

understand manner. Granted, once you have "mastered" this issue, you will need to go deeper

somewhere else. The only downside is the title and humiliating cover that everyone on the street

recognizes (you don't want to walk in the front door of your local Museum of Modern Art with one of

these beauties under your arm!) - if you are a beginner, amateur, or it has been a long time since

you picked up a brush....buy it, you'll love it, it is probably exactly what you have been looking for.

I have thoroughly enjoyed this book. I felt as though I learned something the minute I opened this

book. It is easy to understand and I am very happy with the my results. I would highly recommend it



to anyone who is new to oil painting because everything makes sense. It is written so that even a

novice like me can come up with a finished project. Love the book. Well worth the money.

I have dabbled in many mediums but have never had any training or study program. This book is it!

As I have been reading the thing that I like best is that it tells you why and why not.People say,

"Experience is the best teacher" but I have found the corollary - Experience may be the best teacher

but it is also the most expensive". Say you happen to paint a beautiful picture but you didn't prime

the "support" (anything you paint ON)...and then in a couple of years it start falling apart from the

underside THEN you'll be sorry you hadn't known....or you put a lot of thinner ON thick paint and the

thinner layer dries way faster and the oil never dries. Or you are sketching with a paint extremely

thinned with terp and you love the effect and so decide to leave it. With time you sadly discover that

that thinned paint was not stable and can be dusted off, ruining your masterpiece.This book is like a

college course of the basics. But it still lets you have the basics and gets you started before you

have to learn it all. I did not give it a five because as I was writing this review I realized that so many

topics I went to refer to were not in the index. Examples: Primer, yellowing paint, cracking paint...still

I recommend this for anyone who wants to learn all aspects, but especially for beginners - it is quite

comprehensive.BUT NOW A YEAR LATER I find I don't open it at all BECAUSE there is not an

adequate index.
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